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Instructions for use of the NATULIQUE Curl Creator System

CURLING
Before you begin please read this: The NATULIQUE Curl Creator System has both a Neutralizer and a Stabilizer. It is
vital that you use both and use them in the right order (as shown below in Step 4 and 6).
The cleansing process is vital to the curling process as any build-up of silicones will destroy the effect. Therefore, please
always wash the hair at least 2 to 3 times with NATULIQUE Volume Hairwash prior to curling (as described in step 1).
Do not add any solution prior to winding the curls (no matter what method), make sure the hair is damp but only due to water
– NOT solution. Using solution before winding can overprocess the hair. Damp the hair with water, then wind the hair and only
when all rollers/rods or similar are wound, you add the NATULIQUE Wave Curl Creator solution to the hair.
Please read and follow these instructions thoroughly.
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Pre-wash hair with NATULIQUE Volume Hairwash – no conditioner. 2 to 3 washes are required to leave cuticles
completely clean and free of silicones and product build up. This cleansing process is vital for satisfactory results.
Roll up the hair onto rollers/rods or alike and make sure the hair is evenly damp during the process for an even
end result. The hair MUST be kept damp all the way through the winding process using only water.
– DO NOT ADD ANY SOLUTION BEFORE OR WHILE WINDING.
Select the NATULIQUE Soft (2), Medium (1) or Strong (0) Wave Curl Creator depending on present condition and
texture of the hair *) (Please read guide below on selecting the right strength)
Apply evenly at least twice on the rollers. Do not apply on or let drip onto the scalp. Cover the rollers with a plastic
cap. Do not add any sort of heat. Sitting time is 20 minutes which is to be followed carefully (Do not rinse out
after the 20 minutes).

4

Mix 1 part NATULIQUE Curl Creator Neutralizer with 3 parts of lukewarm water. Apply the mixture when the
processing is up. Leave for 5 minutes then rinse the hair with lukewarm water.
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Remove excess water with a towel leaving the hair damp.
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Mix 1 part NATULIQUE Curl Creator Stabilizer with 1 part lukewarm water. Apply the mixture generously starting
in the neck and making sure that the rollers are fully covered inclusive to the centre of the rollers for an even and
best result. Sitting time is 7 minutes. Rinse the hair with lukewarm water.
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Remove all the rollers. Let the hair rest for 2-3 minutes. Rinse the hair with lukewarm water for 5 minutes, then
treat the hair with NATULIQUE Colour Shield Treatment. Leave it in for a minimum of 15 minutes.

8

Blow-Dry to Finish: Refrain from washing the hair for 48 hours after the curling process for best results.

*) Choosing the right strength: 1) Analyze the texture (thickness – not to confused with density). The
thicker the hair the stronger the solution. Very thick hair must use the strong solution. 2) Analyze the
history of the hair: NATULIQUE Soft (2) Wave Curl Creator is for very treated hair (highlighted, decoloured). NATULIQUE Medium (1) Wave Curl Creator is for treated hair (permanent coloured) NATULIQUE
Strong (0) Wave Curl Creator is for untreated hair (natural and semi-coloured). Analyze in the above
order. Texture first, then the history.
For your clients health and safety: Use towels, water proof capes and neck snares to protect you client, as a curling
process will drip.
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